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The content in this guide is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. If you or any other person has a medical concern, always seek the advice of your health care 

provider or seek other professional medical treatment immediately. Never disregard professional medical advice or delay seeking it because of something you have read in this guide or linked materials. 



What is thermography? 
Thermography is an imaging science and screening mechanism 
that uses infrared radiation. Instead of using dangerous ionising 
radiation to light up parts of your body, the thermograph uses 
safe infrared radiation, or in simple terms the heat that is emitted 
from your body’s surface. 

How does thermography work?
The quantity of infrared radiation that an object emits increases 
with temperature, making thermography an excellent tool for 
detecting heat patterns within the human body.

The thermograph is basically the thermal fingerprint of your body! 
The resulting image is a colourful one that reflects 
the temperature of your body. From cold to hot you will see 
colours from purple, blue, green, yellow, orange and finally red, 
the warmest end of the colour spectrum. 
 

It’s a useful tool for everyone   
 
Inflammation, heat and increased blood supply, often early 
warning signs for numerous health issues, can be picked up quite 
easily from looking at a thermograph image. Professional analysis 
of your body’s thermograph imagery could reveal even more 
irregularities and patterns that aren’t visible to the untrained eye.  
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Safe and radiation free 
Don’t let the name fool you, the infrared radiation used in 
thermography is radiation free, in the sense that the radiation 
used is not the ionising and harmful type you’re exposed to 
during x-ray screening tests. 

Infrared radiation is safe and even beneficial to human health. 
Unlike x-rays, thermography is safe to perform as much as you 
like! It’s an excellent tool to keep on top of your health even at 
times when you don’t suspect anything is wrong. 

Thermography is actually not new, it’s 
only now gaining wider accessibility 
It’s been around since the 1950s, used as a complementary testing 
tool for breast cancer. Because of thermorgraphy’s limitations in 
determining the cause of heat in the body it is seen to be far less 
effective than a mammogram for picking up cancer. 

That said, there are situations in which a thermograph will pick up 
harmful changes in body temperature in the first stage of disease, 
whereas other tools such as an x-rays, ultrasounds and 
mammograms may not. It’s certainly not a substitute for getting 
a mammogram but it’s a safe and effective way to monitor your 
breast health as a younger female who wouldn’t qualify for 
routine mammograms.  

Thermography
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What is red light therapy? 
Red light therapy (RLT) uses the wavelengths from red light and 
near infrared light to stimulate and energise the mitochondria of 
our cells. 

How does red light therapy work? 
The mitochondria produce an energy rich molecule known as ATP 
which helps to reduce oxidative stress in the body. 
Experts believe that our cells use this extra energy to repair them-
selves, reduce inflammation and regain health.

There is some encouraging evidence that red light and near 
infrared therapies can heal, regenerate and protect tissue that is 
degenerating, injured or is at risk of disease

       Red light therapy is also known 
as low-level laser therapy (LLL) 
and photobiomodulation (PBM).
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Red light therapy
It’s not one size fits all 
There are many types of red light therapy, and its use can have 
varying effects and results depending on the specific wavelength, 
as well as the type of device used for treatment. Not just any 
wavelength will suffice, if you’re looking to purchase a device to 
help you tap into the benefits of red light, you need to carefully 
consider your options. The quality of your equipment is also 
important to ensure safety and results, many devices on the 
market are FDA approved with research to back up their claims. 

Lamps, lights, beds, lasers 
Lamps, beds, lights and lasers are all used for red light therapy 
treatments. Lasers are typically used for their deep tissue healing 
effects, different wavelengths and protocols can be used to safely 
reach various tissue depths. In comparison the red light beds and 
lamps you find in salons and health spas are effective at treating 
issues closer to the surface of the skin such as wrinkles and 
stretch marks.  

So what can you treat with red light therapy?

    Wound healing - view research

    Sports injuries - view research 

    Inflammation - view research 

    Chronic pain - view research 

    Skin damage and signs of aging - view research 

    Dementia - view research

The power of red light was first discovered 
using plants 
RLT was actually first discovered by scientists growing plants in 
space! They found that the red light helped promote 
photosynthesis and subsequently the growth of their plants. 

Wavelength matters 
It’s important to note that the spectrum of red light ranges from 
620nm to 750nm and does not produce heat. Near infrared light, 
also used in red light therapy, is invisible but unlike red light it 
produces a very small amount of heat. Near infrared light can have 
wavelengths between 780 to 3000 nm. The range of light used in 
red light and near infrared light therapies is typically between 
600-900nm. Some red light devices may appear to only have half of 
the lights working but that’s because those lights are in the near 
infrared spectrum and hence invisible to the human eye! 
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Infrared therapy
What is infrared therapy?
 

It is one of the newer non-invasive heat emitting therapies to treat 
all kinds of pain and inflammation in the human body. Animals 
also benefit from such a treatment. Whilst we cannot see the 
infrared light used we can feel its heat, but the waves aren’t as 
strong as ultraviolet light so they can’t damage our skin.
 
Infrared therapy comes in several forms ranging from 780 nm 
(nano-metres) to one million nm, such as near-infrared (NIR) at 
780 nm to 3,000 nm of the light spectrum, mid-infrared (MIR) 
3,000 nm to 50,000 nm, and far-infrared (FIR) 50,000 nm to one 
million nm, light, or heat. 
 
A typical low-level IR therapy is known as monochromatic infrared 
energy (MIRE) therapy, including the Anodyne Therapy System, 
using around 890 nm strength via flexible pads with infrared 
emitting nodes. Other systems may use a laser-like beam to 
spread the IR light. 
 

What is infrared light therapy used for?
 

Infrared therapy could assist with detoxifying our bodies, boosting 
our immune systems and encouraging weight loss. The therapy 
could target side effects of ailments, such as diabetes (peripheral 
neuropathy) and arthritis, reducing joint and muscle stiffness, and 
improving our cardiovascular health. It is also used to help with 
cancer treatment, in the form of near-infrared photo immune 
therapies. 
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How can a bit of light do all of this? 
 

The infrared waves have the capability of penetrating into the 
deeper layers of our skin, therefore affecting our cells. In detail, 
NIR operates within the skin, MIR reaches further into our soft 
tissue where it increases circulation and with that helps to reduce 
inflammation, and FIR the furthest nearly 4 cm below the skin, 
able to influence molecular bonds, and with that cellular changes.

The therapy increases nitric oxide from the hemoglobin in our 
blood, thus dilating our blood vessels, which reduces swelling and 
improves blood circulation. This is helpful to reduce the occur-
rence of blood clots, reducing blood pressure, meaning a healthier 
heart. 
 
Improving circulation also means more oxygen reaches damaged 
tissue reducing inflammation and relieving pain, speeding up the 
repair of injuries, may they be at a skin or deeper tissue level, 
including our bones, joints and muscles.
 
 

IR Sauna - is IR therapy always safe?
 

The fact that we can even buy our very own infrared saunas, 
seems to cry out that it is deemed a generally safe, and beneficial 
therapy. However, thermal injuries could occur. Pregnancy and 
certain diseases, especially chronic ones where a lot of medication 
has been prescribed, call for a cautious application of the therapy. 
Global health insurance companies rate low-level IR therapy, 
depending on the disease, as experimental. 
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Why do we need wellness communities?

In today’s fast-paced cities, where many inhabitants live miles 
away from close family and friends, it has become very apparent 
that more than a healthy diet and exercise is needed to achieve a 
state of wellness. We’re all pretty lonely. And it’s not just the big 
cities who suffer, those who live in commuter towns feel equally 
disconnected from the societies in which they live. Long com-
mutes for work and public facilities, limited time and space for 
exercise and a lack of opportunities to spontaneously connect 
with their neighbours are just a few of the barriers. 
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What are wellness communities? 

Wellness communities are an emerging trend in real estate, and 
we don’t think they’re going anywhere soon. 

Contrary to first impressions, the wellness community isn’t a 
luxury real estate investment. It is a lifestyle choice that 
encourages walkability, socialising with neighbours, as well as 
access to outdoor space and health facilities. Such a simple 
concept, and one we’ve totally got wrong.  Our large but 
sprawling cities leave human connection by the wayside, in turn 
breaking the social fabric and overall well-being of 
our communities. 

Wellness communities

Living a more connected life  

Now imagine, you’ve downgraded your oversized home for a smaller, 
and more manageable version. It’s open plan so it feels incredibly 

spacious and has lots of light. 

Your car is no longer needed, you’ve sold it and now have a bike. 
But you don’t really need that either because everything you need for 

daily life is easily accessible by footpath. Less then 500m from your 
doorstep you’ll find your organic supermarket, the gym, medical 
centre, local swimming pool, hiking trails etc. There are plenty of 
shared amenities for chance encounters, and even a community 
centre where you get together with your neighbors each week. 

To you they’re not just neighbours, they’re family and 
you have most of their numbers in your phone. 



Wellness communities

          Our homes, communities, and surrounding 
environment directly affect our daily behaviors and 
lifestyles, and together these determine up to 
80-90% of our health outcomes.

- Global Wellness Institute 

Living in harmony with the environment 

The future is all about a complete living environment that 
improves our health and happiness, and that includes 
sustainability.

Wellness communities of the future go further and work towards 
becoming both sustainable and regenerative for their local area 
with initiatives such as eco friendly homes, farmers markets, 
improved waste management systems and more. 
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Urban earthing
What is Urban earthing?
 
The human body, simplified, functions similar to an electrical 
circuit, our cells balance themselves out using negative and 
positive charges. 
 
Earthing refers to neutralising excess charges gained from the 
electricity of modern life, such as the electricity pylons, appliances 
and computers surrounding us, by getting in touch with mother 
earth’s electrons. 
 
As earthing is only possible via bare skin, which is conductive, it is 
much easier to do when we are in nature, running around 
barefoot, or lying in the sand by the sea, for example. To do the 
same in an urban environment we sometimes need a little help.
 

Ways to get earthed in the city
 
Walking around barefoot isn’t always practical, unless we happen 
to be in a park, or garden. The invention of earthing shoes, which 
allow conductivity could get us connected. 
 
If you’re sitting at home, or doing a spot of yoga and the likes, an 
earthing-mat could come in handy. 
 
Even sitting at your desk an earthing mouse mat could be a plus. 
 
For a sleep closer to mother earth, mattress and pillow covers, as 
well as bed sheets, have been invented. Throws for sofas are also 
available. 
 

Why should we practise earthing?
 

Because a balanced body simply means better well-being. 
Studies have shown that lower stress levels are a welcome 
side-effect of earthing. Research has also been conducted into 
the positive effects on existing chronic diseases. Since earthing 
lowers inflammation by balancing the body’s system, this also 
means better sport performance, as muscles recover quicker. 
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Why should we opt for more natural 
clothing?
 
Cotton, linen, wool, cashmere and silk are traditional natural fibres 
we’re all aware of. Although still around, over the years quite a lot 
of it has been replaced in favour of synthetic fibres, due to 
production cost and some new favoured properties. 
 
As it has come to light that synthetic brings with it a host of 
environmental issues, as well as affecting our health, the fashion 
industry has started looking at natural alternatives to bring appar-
el with the same feel to the market. 
 

Nature provides many more sustainable 
options
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Yummy, and silky shiny as a fabric, the stalk of the 
banana was discovered by the Japanese and other 
South East Asian cultures centuries ago. It’s rather 
versatile use, as coarser fibres replacing cotton and the 
likes, has been rediscovered. Banana fibre coated in 
beeswax can even be used as a waterproof fabric, 
replacing synthetic versions. 
Again a sustainable plant friendly to the 
environment as long as grown in its sub-tropical, or 
tropical origins. Light to wear it absorbs moisture, as 
much as it quickly releases it, and as said is soft. 

Another soft contender, corn has come up as 
hypoallergenic and antibacterial, it dries quickly, and 
doesn’t wrinkle, is UV resistant, strong yet flexible, ideal 
for activewear. Sustainable, the fibre is made using 
normal corn’s dextrose fermentation and doesn’t litter 
the world at the end of its life cycle. One could say corn 
takes quite a bit of water and land to grow, but it is said 
to be less than that of organic cotton. 

The hemp plant is ‘light’ on the environment using 
little water, no pesticides, and with long roots not 
only preventing soil erosion but even keeping it 
healthy. This fibre, stronger and a little rougher than 
cotton softening with wash and wear, yet lightweight 
and breathable, wicks away moisture and resists 
bacteria like mould, as well as UV light. It maintains 
its colour easily, keeping the wearer cool in summer 
and warm in winter. 

Hemp 

Nettle

Banana

Corn

Lesser known as a textile fibre, the European 
stinging nettle, could easily rival hemp. Nettles don’t 
even need an invitation to grow, they just do 
spreading like wildfire with mostly no one caring for 
them. Again they have been used as far back as the 
Bronze Age as a textile, with properties similar to 
linen but stronger. Nowadays, the medical use of its 
prickly leaves (before drying) is probably more 
known than the strong fibre properties of its stem. 

Plant based and 
natural textiles
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Over to the trees, Eucalyptus isn’t just the Koala’s 
best friend. In the form of lyocell fibres it becomes a 
fabric. As a hardy pesticide free tree, they grow again 
pretty quickly. However, watch out for sustainable 
production, it is possible as Austrian company 
Lenzing has proven, so stick to clothes made using 
its lyocell fibre Tencel® made from Eucalyptus and 
other wood cellulose, including recycled cotton. 
You will love to wear it, as it is super soft like silk, 
breathes and wicks moisture, and is anti-bacterial.

Eucalyptus  

Bamboo

Algae 

Bamboo can be very sustainable, it doesn’t need 
much water and no pesticides, but whether it is 
always grown sustainably isn’t clear. The fibre is 
anti-bacterial and UV resistant, but in its rougher 
form. Once it is made soft as a rayon viscose it may 
have undergone an intensive chemical process, so 
like wood cellulose it could become less 
eco- and-health friendly. Yet, again there are 
exceptions, led again by Lenzing coming with its 
sustainable version of bamboo fibre Monocel™. 

Both can be recycled from coffee grounds and sour 
milk into soft fabrics mixed with other fibres. Coffee 
fibres are said to protect from the sun and rain, can dry 
quickly and eliminate odours. Whilst it is a great 
method to recycle one may have to wash out with what 
fibres it gets mixed, recycled polyester, or, a natural 
fabric, if one is after nature pure. 
 
Milk fibres are as silky as the milk we drink, if made 
from the sour milk protein casein. The amino acids are 
also good for our skin, indeed its pH levels are favour-
able. The fabric is super light and thermoregulating as 
well, and when we mix it with a sustainable fibre, we 
have the perfect match. 

Moving from land to ocean, yes algae can be turned into 
clothing fibres Lyocell type aka Seacell™. 
The advantages, it occurs naturally and is a renewable 
resource, in terms of feel it is soft, light and breathable, 
absorbs moisture, and last but not least it happens to be 
good for our skin, providing a host of minerals , 
antioxidants and Vitamin E. 

Coffee & Milk 

Plant based and 
natural textiles



Functional textiles
Can textiles relieve pain or inflammation?

It isn’t the type of textile, which may relieve pain, but what has 
been added to its fibres during production, whether it is for 
example cotton, polyester, or nylon. Pretty much anything could 
be integrated into textile fibres, from healing herbs and metals to 
medication, and even those related to the world of electricity, 
i.e. radiation and magnets. 
 
How does it work?
    Copper: This precious metal has been revered for its 
anti-inflammatory properties, among others, for centuries. 
A number one to be integrated into fabric fibres for pain relief. 

    Silver: Again improves blood circulation and with that can 
reduce inflammation and pain. 

    Magnets: Magnetic therapy has been around for 
thousands of years as well, and despite being the subject of 
heated discussions at times, it is yet another accepted treatment 
for inflammation by increasing blood circulation and oxygenation. 

    Infrared radiation: Infrared heat is created via the use of 
nano-technology. For example in the form of bio ceramic particles 
integrated into the fibres, encouraging blood circulation and 
metabolic function thus reducing inflammation and swelling, 
helping with recovery and pain relief. Far infrared in textiles has 
been studied for use by humans in sport for muscle recovery and 
injuries. Various products have become a favourite in the animal 
world as well, in particular positive results have been seen in 
horses.

    Pain relief medication: A possibility, not yet a reality in clothing, 
but we don’t think it will be too much longer. Much like a health 
patch, your clothing could offer just the right dosage of your 
medication.
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Why is exercise considered medicinal?
 
The notion that a healthy mind contributes to a healthy body and 
vice versa, and to achieve this we need to exercise both, mind and 
body, isn’t new. Lest we sometimes forget whilst racing through 
life.
 
Keeping the body moving is a type of natural medicine, and could 
even forfeit or reduce the need to take meds. Being fit simply 
mitigates damage, or deficiencies, of the body, and indeed the 
mind. 
 
Physical exercise increases circulation to all parts of our body, 
larger exercised blood vessels also reach our brains and thus, 
according to studies, fend off mental illnesses, such as dementia. 
Adding some mental exercises, working our neurons, into the mix, 
Alzheimer's may well not occur, or in a milder form. 
 

Exercise as complementary medicine
 
As long as we’re still healthy we can self-subscribe our dose of 
exercise medicine. But if we need help, the increasing recognition 
of exercise as medicine has led to a wealth of information and 
assistance out there. 
 
The American College of Sports Medicine has invented the Exer-
cise is Medicine® initiative. Many health insurance companies are 
promoting the use of exercise via well-being club subscriptions, 
knowing that if their members take advantage of them it should 
lower claims.
 
Our bodies need to move to increase circulation and build muscle 
to support us, either to help with healing, or manage existing 
diseases and prevent further breakdowns elsewhere in the body. 14
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How does exercise help?  
 
Exercise increases the size of blood vessels (oxygenation) thus our 
circulation (blood flow) and muscles, and consequently
metabolism and mitochondria functions speed up. This leads to 
exercise effectively acting as an antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, 
and even glucose regulating medicine, and boosting our 
immune system using amino-acids from our muscles. 
 
Our muscles also pump myokines into our blood. These mole-
cules help to regulate our bodies sending signals to pretty much 
all over from musculoskeletal to organs, be it our nutrient metab-
olism suppressing hunger, our immune system to fight cancer, 
and brain cells to feel better. 
 
         Healthier heart

         Stronger immune system

         Regulates glucose levels lowers diabetes risk

         Reduces onset of dementia

         Reduces chronic inflammation and 
         helps heal linked diseases 
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The importance of a recovery regime 
 
Whilst exercise will make us stronger, overdoing it achieves the 
opposite, breaking down gained muscle and generally stressing 
our system, leading to injury or extreme fatigue. The future of 
fitness focuses on recovery techniques just as much as physical 
training. 
 
Advice and opinions on how much recovery is required varies 
quite widely, due to each person being an individual and 
responding differently to the exercise undertaken. The fittest and 
strongest athlete is not always he or she who trains the hardest. 
Smarter is better, and that includes lots of rest. 

A heavy day or two of training requires a recovery 
day 
 
Basically the idea is to switch over to mainly passive instead of 
active movement. Indeed stretching after exercising will help with 
blood flow and circulation and so muscle recovery. Incidentally, 
earthing is also thought to assist with muscle recovery so 
stretching barefoot is a plus.

Your body needs rest to see improvements  
 
The rhythm of active training versus recovery and rest days, as 
said depends on the individual and the level of fitness we’re trying 
to achieve. But to see an improvement at least three days a week 
should be pushing the body a little further than the existing level. 
Not pushing yourself just means maintaining fitness, and 
overtraining will make you go backwards requiring rest. If you 
want to keep seeing improvements, and you feel you’ve overdone 
it, take a few days. In general a day each week of complete rest 
should be included in the training as a minimum.
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Spotlight on recovery
and relaxation



    Massage

    Foam rolling

    Hydrotherapy

    General relaxation 
    such as reading a book 
    or snuggling on the sofa
    with your cat or dog 

    Nutrition

    Earthing

    Meditation 

    Yoga 

    Hydration

    Compression garments   

    Enough sleep

Relaxation and recovery techniques

Spotlight on recovery
and relaxation
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Join the conversation 
#IMextraordinary Community on facebook 

The IMextraordinary community brings together a group of people who 
are passionate about health, well-being, and taking action to achieve 
positive changes that will forge a better future for the world we share.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3722030977829427



